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14 February 2005 
TN, PN, SR, and CO arrive in Honolulu and get supplies and plan and strategize for the  
Niihau Na Pali cruise. 
 
15 February 2005 
MS, AZ, ES arrive in Honolulu. JR comes to Dariabar. We unpack and set up the 
complex acoustic equipment, measure out arrays, arrange all the many wires associated 
with the 4 laptops we need to run the acoustic equipment, the SWFSC Wincruz visual 
transect survey data, GPS data collection, plotting of acoustic locations, and display of 
spectograms with WhalTrack and Ishmael software.  We run numerous errands obtaining 
electrical supplies that need to be replaced or that were too heavy to bring, such as 
batteries, etc.  We all get acquainted and share backgrounds and talk about how who 
knows whom and how on the Dariabar and talk whale and dolphin stories and 
experiences and goals around the Dariabar’s stern cockpit which seems to be the social 
assembling area on the boat. 
 
16 February 2005 
We wake up to hear the marine weather forecast on the radio to tell us that there is a large 
NW swell and high trade winds expected through today. We decide to delay our 
departure by a day and instead do more testing of acoustic equipment to make sure it is 
all in working order before we depart to the seas where the Radio Shack supply store is 
no longer accessible.  We are continually amazed at how long set-up of the acoustic 
equipment takes and the challenge of individual quirky computers and their reactions to 
new hardware additions such as GPS units, printers, new hard drives, USB port additions, 
etc.  Tom and Shannon are happy to have another day to set up leisurely rather than 
hurriedly…..the others of us help out by running errands, learning to operate Wincruz, 
modifying visual data collection protocols to meet our needs and goals, etc. 
 
17 February 2005 
 
We are still setting up equipment in the morning, measuring and marking the 2 
hydrophone arrays.  Tom’s array (Brad’s array that he loaned us) is about 135 ft long; 
Ethan’s is about 300 ft.  We had to mark certain increments from the hydrophones so that 
they could be matched and easily recognized by color-coded electrical tape.  The idea is 
to have 2 arrays launched simultaneously behind the Dariabar to allow instantaneous 
locations of animals that vocalize by recording the time delay of marine mammal sounds 
between the two hydrophones. This can be done as long as the distance between 
hydrophones is known. 
 
~15:00 We depart Honolulu Harbor after spending about 1 hr fueling and filling up the 
tanks with diesel.  Beaufort 4 when we get outside the harbor, clear sunny skies as we 
motor then motor sail along the west coast of Oahu, about 3 nm from shore. 
 



~15:30-17:00 We encounter 5 groups of humpback whales (HW).  It gave us time to 
practice visual protocol and check out GPS equipment, etc.  One group of two HWs 
passed within about 10 ft of the boat while we were underway.  We kept a dedicated 
visual watch effort until dark at about 18:30.  MS watches from the crow’s nest located 
about 10.29 m up from water level at eye height, based on our measurements.  The two 
padded and comfy “Captains chairs” located on either side of the Dariabar midships are 
3.79 m high at eye height.  We input these heights into Wincruz so that when we enter the 
Fujinon binocular reticles associated with a sighting, Wincruz will immediately give us 
the distance to the sighting. 
 
~17:00 We deploy Brad’s 2-element array…it sounds ok but there is lots of engine noise 
and minor flow noise from the vessel’s movement. 
 
~17:40  We disengage the hydraulic pump and the array sounds a bit better.  We are 
trying to ID the source of the noises we hear on the arrays. 
 
17:55  After we increase the array deployment distance to about 200 m, the extra noise is 
reduced significantly and the array sounds much better. 
 
~20:00 We are motor sailing at about 7 knots and we hear a faint HW singing.  We round 
the NW point of Oahu (there is a lighthouse there) and hit the heavy swells away from 
the protected SW lee of the island.  We hit the predicted high swells and high trade winds 
as we begin our crossing of the channel between Oahu and Kauai.  The channel is 
notorious for rough seas.  Ethan times it exactly so that as we make this turn to rough 
seas, we are all headed to bed.  Despite this, a few of us have a rough night dealing with 
seasickness and spend much of the night above deck looking at the sea “close 
up”.…..plus it is our first night at sea getting used to the rocking motion….whenever any 
of us go below, we begin to get drowsy and naps are in order during breaks during the 
next day.  The night continues to be rocky until we come near Kauai around 06:00 in the 
morning. 
 
~20:30  We hear navy pings on the array for about 10-15 min. 
 
Tom hears two groups of sperm whales clicking at about 23:30 and then again near 
midnight!!!  He calls the area “sperm whale soup” because of so many sperm whale 
clicks heard.  He says that he was sleeping in his bunk right before the first sperm whale 
was heard and got the overwhelming urge to go check in on the hydrophone array to see 
if he could hear something and right away he heard the sperm whales….things are falling 
into place.  This includes serendipitously recruiting Craig Hawkinson, former crew of the 
Dariabar and whale researcher who was just ending his vacation in Hawaii right before 
we leave port.  He calls Ethan just to say hi and Ethan asks him to join the cruise and he 
does!  Great, now we have a full 3-watch crew and an experienced cetologist and friend 
at that! 
 
 
 



18 February 2005 
 
We wake to slightly calmer but still rock and roll seas due to the 7-10 ft NW swells.  
Wind is light because we are in the lee of Kauai.  Partly cloudy skies, Beaufort a low 2-3. 
 
One computer stopped recording GPS locations sometimes in the night, so we spend the 
morning trying to solve the GPS problems.  We are using 3 handheld GPS units but next 
time we will connect to the Dariabar’s main GPS which is more reliable.  We are also 
troubleshooting the acoustic equipment and during that time we hear one sperm whale 
and lots of humpback singers. 
 
~09:00 We are near Niihau.  The plan is to rendezvous with Ann Zoidis and Don and Dan 
on the Double J and conduct a simultaneous survey of Niihau. 
 
10:15-10:25 We pull in array to rendezvous with the Double J.   
 
~11:10 We rendezvous with the Double J and eat lunch (Don Moses, DD and AZ) aboard 
the Dariabar.  We pow-wow and come up with a survey plan for the day.  We are hearing 
HW singers all around and saw a brown triangular shark pass about 30 m away from the 
Dariabar off the port side…MS estimates it is about 8-10 ft long.  We hesitate as to 
whether or not to tell AZ about the shark, because she spends her time under the water 
following HWs and videoing underwater behavior, and she has a background gnawing 
fear of sharks….Don thinks it is probably a Galapagos shark and not a Tiger shark, the 
latter being much more feared and reputedly ferocious and known to attack humans in the 
Hawaiian Islands…..phew. 
 
13:00 the Double J head back to Kauai and we head back to anchor at Waimea shortly 
after. 
 
~14:00  We head NE past Lehua Rock getting ready to deploy the array; the sails are up 
and we will cutback the engines so that the array doesn’t have so much engine noise on it.  
We ran without the engines for about 20 min and the “array sounds great!” says TN 
elatedly (well, as elated as TN gets anyway, which wouldn’t’ be recognizable for those 
who do not know him well ;).  Anyway, our PI TN is happy that things seem to be going 
relatively smoothly so early in the cruise…uncharacteristic for acoustics cruises where it 
usually takes several days to get all the acoustic equipment in working order.  However, 
Ethan’s array is still picking up static type noise and the source is undetermined. 
 
14:00-18:00 We motor sail back to Waimea but continue to have GPS problems where 
it turns off and on for reasons unknown.  We spent the afternoon and morning surveying 
the E coast of Niihau and along the Lehua crater nearby.  We encountered ~10-15 HW 
groups and one brownish unidentified whale (possible beaked whale sighted by Julie—no 
head or dorsal fin seen) in the channel between Kauai and Niihau.  We also encountered a 
large lone dark bottlenose dolphin at 10:40-10:50 that bow rode with us and a group of 
spinner dolphins with calves near Lehua Crater.  We took photographs of these animals, 
as Robin Baird is interested in gathering photo IDs of odontocetes in the area, and we 



have agreed to help him out as possible by gathering photo IDs.  Don Moses says 
spinners enter the crater daily.   
 
The shallow reefs on the north shore of Niihau are extensive and beautiful, virtually 
untouched since Niihau is privately owned by the Robinson Family and managed for use 
by native Hawaiians.  The reefs are visible through the crystal clear blue-turquoise 
waters…I have never seen such an extensive reef system in all my years of research off 
Maui, the Big Island, Oahu and Kauai…amazing….Don says the diving there is 
spectacular, as are the ocean caves along the base of the nearby Lehua crater.  The crater 
is rugged, steep and the only structure is a small lighthouse along the rim.  Niihau is 
famous for its vertical cliff dives along the sides of this crater. That is, when the dive 
boats can safely cross the usually rough seas of the channel between Kauai and Niihau.   
 
We sailed a bit when the wind was picking up in the afternoon across the channel to 
Kauai. 
 
19 February 25, 2005  
 
MS joined the smaller Double J research boat that Don Moses built himself and has 
borrowed from a friend he sold it to for AZ and DD research.  Don and Carol are excited 
to be involved with the project, they used to run whale watches off the Na Pali coast and 
in fact were the first to begin vessel tours of that spectacular shoreline along the N shore 
of Kauai.  Carol began studying humpbacks in the early 1980s and immediately goes into 
automatic data collection mode when we arrive to our first humpback group, calling out 
blows and positions of whales relative to the vessel, etc.  Don gives us background on the 
occurrence of spinners and other odontocetes based on his over 30 years on the waters of 
Kauai.   
 
AZ and DD are focusing their research on the underwater behavior and vocalizations of 
HW cows and calves and social groups, as well as the little known behavior of the 
mysterious “dyads” or pairs of whales which are presumed to be composed of a male and 
female.  However, the only way to sex a humpback is to document that at some time in 
the past it had a calf (via the extensive Pacific fluke catalog) or someone has swum with 
the whales and photo documented the genital area of the whales. You need to have a 
profile of the underside, and the female has a smallish round lobe behind the genital area 
called the hemispherical lobe which the male lacks.  AZ has spent about 10 winter 
seasons with humpbacks and has formulated various thoughts and hypotheses in her mind 
which have in the past 5 years or so been complemented by her underwater observations.  
Few people have done or do this type of research, and there is much to learn because 
these animals spend only about 10% of their lives at the surface where we can see them.   
 
We (the Double J) head WNW along the West coast of Kauai as does the Dariabar.  The 
Double J travels much faster with its twin 70 hp engines and arrives at the Barking Sands 
area about 2 h before the Dariabar. 
 



07:45 the Dariabar pulls anchor and heads W to conduct the pilot study we call “Towed 
Array Surface-Active Group” experiment with the Double J.  The goal is to see if the 
Dariabar can record social sounds of a surface active group of HW while the Double J 
follows behind and gets behavior and underwater data as well as pod composition data. 
 
The 2 boats rendezvous offshore of Barking Sands.  TN's equipment/array is up and 
running and we try and do a simultaneous acoustic survey by the Dariabar and its arrays 
in front with the idea that the Double J will follow behind.  But when the Dariabar arrives 
at the site, the Double J is busy with a M/C and M/C/Escort pods, doing underwater 
video.  So TN and the Dariabar wait for us on the Double J for awhile to finish our 
encounter.  The Dariabar array does not pick up any sounds from the mother-calf pods, 
but the engine noise of the Double J interferes with the array’s ability to detect any 
sounds.  We all look for another group to follow, i.e., a social group to conduct the pilot 
study.  But we don’t find a cooperative group, the groups we find are all traveling at high 
speed and are not conducive to recording or doing underwater videos.  We were hoping 
to find one of those milling social active groups that stay in the same area generally for 
extended periods, but no luck.  So the Dariabar decides to head off and be more 
productive by conducting more array and acoustic equipment testing, including deploying 
Shannon’s sonobuoys. 
 
12:00 the Dariabar crew tests Ethan’s H-array and everything looks and sounds good. 
Yeah!!!   
 
14:50  TN continues to troubleshoot Ethan’s array to solve the noise problems that 
surface again. 
 
We on the Double J head back to shore after an absolutely amazing encounter with the 
mother calf pods we followed this morning off Na Pali and the Barking Sands areas.   
 
We have a birthday BBQ for AZ at the beach house of AZ and DD.  AZ and DD lucked 
out this year, Don and Carol’s networking allowed them to rent a beach house relatively 
inexpensively this year, because their friends own the house.  It is large with a view of  
the ocean off the South side of Kauai and we see HWs near the Dariabar from the lanai 
when we arrive back at the house.  
 
The BBQ is attended by Carol and Don and some of their local friends, as well as the UH 
crew that is conducting SPLASH humpback research on biopsies and fluke IDS, lead by 
Dr. Joe Mobley, our buddy from ATOC days and past UH projects off Hawaii.  Many of 
the Dariabar crew spend the night so they can have a fresh shower and a non-moving bed. 
 
20 February 
 
The Double J leaves Kikiolo Harbor and heads straight W and NW with Don, Carol, MS, 
AZ and DD, toward the Na Pali coast.  We find a M/C pod and we do underwater 
videotaping of nursing! DD thinks he got a nursing bout on video, which as far as we 
know has not been documented yet or at least has not been published…but we will search 



the literature to see what is out there.  In addition, WOW!!, Don and DD witness the calf 
breach from underwater, after swimming straight up from its mother’s head, making 2 
quick tail beats, and then breaching right near them! We see it from the topside on the 
boat.  MS and AZ get in the water later and the calf appears to be “shy” but “curious” as 
it peeks at us from near its mothers head and pec fin, and probably has never seen a diver 
before in its short life of an estimated 3-4 weeks of age.  The cow makes several 
approaches to the divers underwater and passes the divers and swims slowly off with the 
calf.  AZ is doing the UW videotaping and MS it taking mental notes of the big picture in 
terms of cow-calf interactions, etc. 
 
On the way back to Kikiolo Harbor, we encounter spinners.  We had already encountered 
them twice earlier in the day on our way out.  Don says every day the spinners travel 
close to the Kauai W coastline and move W and NW from Kikiolo Harbor area up the Na 
Pali coast.  The dolphins then return in the afternoon, traveling and paralleling further 
offshore than during their morning route.  AZ gets video of MS and spinners that are 
accompanying a group of humpbacks of about 5 social active whales that we and the  
Dariabar are tracking.  We later see the UH boat and Joe Mobley on the water and they 
politely wait until we are done with our group and go to another HW group to collect 
fluke IDs and biopsies.   
 
The day is amazingly calm with Beaufort 2 and flat glassy waters, unusual for the winter 
off Kauai.  However, the trade winds and NW swell kick up in the afternoon as we head 
bumpily back to the harbor.  MS and AZ decide that recording group size and lat/long 
and depth of the spinners would bed useful to gather incidental and opportunistic data on 
the occurrence of spinners in the study area since they have been little studied there. 
 
We review the underwater video of the day and are ecstatic to see that indeed DD 
succeeded in videoing the nursing episode, even though it was his very first time 
operating the complex UW video camera that AZ recently had built for her research.  We 
are happy! 
 
12:00 Dariabar works several surface active HW pods with the double J off the 
PMRF/Barking Sands area and gets lots of good recordings of HW songs.  TN launches 
both arrays.  However, there are so many humpbacks singing that it is difficult to 
differentiate and locate individual singers amidst the cacophony of singers. 
 
14:45 Dariabar pulls in array and starts testing of Shannon’s sonobuoys.  However, we 
found out that the antenna on the Dariabar does not match that needed for reception of the 
sonobuoy signals. 
 
15:00-17:00 Dariabar heads back to anchor off Waimea. 
 
 
 
 
 



21 February 26, 2005 
 
Deployed both arrays today from the Dariabar.  Brad’s array sounded really good but 
Ethan’s array continues to have lots of static noise on it, and its source has not yet been 
identified. 
 
08:00  Dariabar leaves its anchorage off Waimea.  It’s a beautiful flat calm day and we 
are all amazed at our serendipity as such days are rare off Kauai at this time of year based 
on the many years of research conducted there by TN, AZ and MS.  Swells are 4-6 ft 
from the NW, Beaufort 1-2, and very light trade winds.  Not enough wind to sail so we 
motor today.   
 
Last night TN, MS & ES looked at the Kauai map and the aerial survey results obtained 
off Kauai and Niihau by J. Mobley et al. over the last 10 years or so.  Based on these 
surveys and what little is known about beaked whales and other deep-diving odontocetes 
and minkes in the region, we decided to conduct a visual/acoustic survey on the Dariabar 
generally paralleling the region just beyond the 1000-fathom depth contour line off the 
SW shore of Kauai and the southern end of Niihau.  The 1000-fathom contour is within 
about 3 nautical miles of the shore in this area.   
 
We see nothing and hear only humpback whales singing for the first few hours after 
leaving our anchorage.  Then CO sights a group of 13 pilot whales at 11:20 (Wincruz 
sighting no. 51).  We stay with these whales until about 12:26.  The pilots mill/rest/slow 
(<1 kt) travel through our observations.  The group is initially spread out in about 3 
subgroups.  1-2 calves and 1-2 juveniles and several very large males with very big and 
bulbous dorsal fin humps are in the group.  Overall, the closest observed approach by the 
whales during the entire observation period was about 3 m off the bow of the Dariabar.  
The overall heading of the pilots was SE/SSE/S.  MS collected behavioral state and 
individual occurrences of non-respiratory behaviors which were only spy hops.  CH was 
in the crow’s nest throughout the observations.  At 1-min intervals, MS collected the 
following information on the group:  (1) behavior state (e.g., travel, mill rest), (2) 
distance range from the Dariabar, (3) group orientation relative to the Dariabar if they 
were traveling; (4) the maximum distance between individuals. 
 
The pilot whale pod did not appear to react to us except as follows: 
 

• The depth of dive alarm for the hydrophone array began beeping at 1-sec intervals 
for a total of about 2-3 min at the end of the longest hydrophone array about 300 
m below the surface.  It was also heard above deck on the loudspeakers.  This was 
not intended, but for some reason the timer malfunctioned inadvertently.  Right 
after this event, the pilot whales notably increased their frequencies of spy 
hopping throughout the group, with 3-4 animals spy hopping at once.  Previously, 
spy hopping had been infrequent with no more than 1-2 spy hops at a time. 

• SR attempted to obtain a biopsy but missed and the stick hit the water about 2 m 
from a large pilot bull that was about 5-7 m off the bow.  The bull abruptly 
shortened its surfacing time, dove abruptly under the bow, defecated twice, and 



the subgroup of 5 that it was with dove for several min and swam away from the 
Dariabar underwater and coalesced with the rest of the pod about 50-60 m away. 

• The group appeared to approach and do occasional spy hops when it was first 
sighted as its course slowly and eventually intersected ours. 

 
Overall, we made about 3 slow circles towards the pilots in order to maneuver ourselves 
in position to obtain a biopsy but we were not able to obtain one.  However, we were able 
to obtain numerous photo-identification shots of individual dorsal fins.  TN listened for 
pilot whale calls throughout the visual observations but heard very little, only a few 
echolocation clicks. 
 
12:26  We slowly motored away from the pilot whales and stopped systematic visual 
effort and ate lunch.  Up until the pilot sighting, we had been doing systematic line 
survey visual observations with 2 observers on dedicated watch from 090 degrees left to 
the bow, and the other observer searching the area from the bow to 090 degrees right of 
the bow.  Either both observers were located on opposite sides of the Dariabar in the two 
chairs located about 1 m above the deck level, or one observer was in a chair and the 
other was about 10.39 m high above water level sitting on the crow nest.  After the pilots 
were sighted, we went “off effort” on Wincruz and into “spotting effort” where we 
concentrated on the pilots and made a few approaches, etc.   
 
SR will report the pilot whale approaches under her NMFS biopsy permit. 
 
~13:15 We sight a mother/calf/escort HW pod and the calf is seen breaching while we are 
eating lunch on deck.  So we returned to spotting effort and interrupted lunch. 
 
13:22 the M/C/E is seen again.  It is an unusual sighting because the group is over waters 
>1000 fathoms deep (6000 ft) and far offshore, which is not typical for pods with calves 
to the best of our knowledge and our data and other’s data over the years.  The group is 
traveling with surface activity perpendicular to the Dariabar and ahead, heading to the S. 
 
13:30  The MCE are now with about 15 pilot whales.  The calf breaches, peduncle slaps, 
tail slaps and splashes while the pilots are all around it and spread-out over a distance of 
about 500 meters.  They are all traveling slowly at 1-2 kt to the SE. 
 
Tom was hearing lots of echolocation clicks and a few burst pulses from the pilot whales.  
He has also been hearing occasional “boing” sounds from a minke whale, and the boings 
are becoming progressively stronger and louder. 
 
13:51 CO sights a MINKE WHALE!!!!! Surfacing about 30 m away off the port stern.  
The whale matches the loud boings we have been hearing and we are all excited because 
it is the first documented visual sighting of a minke off the nearshore areas of Kauai and 
the Hawaiian Islands to the best of our knowledge, although boings have been heard for 
over 60 years in the region.  Interestingly, it wasn’t until SR’s recent ETP and other 
NMFS cruises that this mysterious “boing” sound could be positively attributed to a 
minke whale.  The Navy had been investigating the source of this noise for many years, 



and finally concluded that it was of biological origin, but the identification of the species 
or even the species grouping (fish or marine mammal?) had not been proven.  TN 
remembers hearing the mysterious boing sounds while he was doing his Master’s data 
collection off Kauai about 10 years ago when he was doing the occasional survey in deep 
waters off Kauai.  At the time, he thought they were navy test sounds, as strange 
underwater sounds are often heard off Kauai near the Barking Sounds naval base on the 
W shore of Kauai. 
 
SR is very pleased about the minke sighting. This is what she had hoped for during the 
cruise but didn’t really expect to see….we all realize the significance and uniqueness of 
this visual sighting close to shore.   
 
The minke surfaces once sporadically about 3-4 more times on both sides of the Dariabar.  
CO, SR, CH and MS see the minke and confirm its identification, although photographs 
were not obtained due its typical “slinky minke” behavior, surfacing unpredictably and 
for short bouts. 
 
~14:10 CH and SR launch the rigid-hulled inflatable boat (RHIB) to try and obtain a 
biopsy from the minke.  They rely on us aboard the Dariabar to relocate the minke due to 
our elevated view of the area compared to their limited low-elevation view from the 
RHIB.  TN continues to hear loud boing calls by the minke and gets acoustic bearings to 
the sounds to help the RHIB find the minke. 
 
14:22 The RHIB crew sights the minke about 30 m off their bow!  The RHIB stays out 
and sees the minke about 2 more times and moves 3-4 nm away to the N from the 
Dariabar.  The RHIB reports pilot whales spread-out all around the general area where 
the minke was sighted.  TN estimated that about 50 pilots were spread out in the area. 
 
14:30 The Dariabar no longer sees the pilots in the vicinity of the RHIB. 
 
14:45 Pilots are all around the RHIB again 
 
14:55 the RHIB reports 2 adult HW approaching them with pilots nearby.  The Dariabar 
continues tracking the HW for several surfacings. 
 
15:29  The RHIB returns to the Dariabar to get water and the cell phone and then returns 
to look for the minke.  The Dariabar heads slowly back towards shore to take JR to the 
airport.  The RHIB along with Bonnie later sight 5-6 beaked whales which they believe 
are Blainsville’s beaked whales.  These whales pop up right near the RHIB unexpectedly.  
They do not relocate the minke and are disappointed that they were not able to obtain a 
biopsy to learn more about the population status and genetics of the minkes off Hawaii. 
 
~16:30 Spotting efforts by CO and MS stops and TN does visual survey effort by himself 
for a break to get out in the fresh air, since he and SR spend all their time below deck 
with all the acoustics equipment.  PN also helps with visual effort.  This effort continues 
until the Dariabar is about 5 nm from Kauai. 



 
The RHIB catches up with the Dariabar and CH picks up JR from the Dariabar and runs 
her to shore so she can go catch her plane back to Honolulu.  CH returns to the Dariabar 
with AZ and we chat and catch up and plan for the remainder of our time aboard the 
Dariabar.  We discuss what an amazing day it has been, with flat calm seas and 4 species 
sighted in one day.   Relative to the km of systematic survey effort, we have seen a lot!  
More than we expected certainly for this area.  Great fodder for a study for next year and 
ideas begin to twirl in our excited brains for a follow-up study that could include: 

• Testing of the vertical array for detecting vocalizing deep-water species 
• A combined visual-acoustic survey of the waters beyond the 100 or 1000-fathom 

contour line for deep-water cetaceans. 
 
22 February 
 
~09:30 Dariabar departs anchorage off Waimea after AZ delivers ice and batteries to us.  
The RHIB is launched until about 13:00 and it accompanies us as we head NW.  The 
RHIB is used to conduct groundtruthing of the array’s ability to give bearings.  We direct 
the RHIB to a known bearing and distance from the Dariabar and ask CO and CH aboard 
the RHIB to bang a pipe with a hammer underwater at regular intervals.  We do this so 
we can use the array to locate the sound and compare it with the visual observer’s data on 
the location and bearing of the RHIB.  This groundtruthing indicates that the acoustic 
location and bearing system is working well. 
 
The day started at Beaufort 1-2 but quickly picked up to Beaufort 5 by 13:00 and then 
Beaufort 6 (winds >21 kt) by 14:00 or so.  Winds are from the NW and the swells 
increased to about 15 ft from 4 ft earlier that morning.  We are experiencing the tails of a 
jet stream front from Asia, resulting in rather rough sea conditions.  It’s amazing how 
quickly the conditions can change out here on the sea. 
 
Ethan’s array is still noisy. 
 
~14:00 We (CO & MS) begin dedicated line transect survey effort with MS watching the 
right quadrant from the crow’s nest and CO watching the left quadrant from the port chair 
position.  CO sees 3 HW pods in waters >1000 fathoms (need to verify depths).  MS sees 
one HW that surfaces at the same time as TN hears a singer surface.  The acoustic and 
visual bearings of this singleton HW match. 
 
~15:45 Dariabar heading NW towards an underwater canyon. Tom hears lots of 
humpback singers with reverberation.  The singing continues even after we pass the 
1000-fathom contour after we turn to the NNE. 
 
TN and SR hear loud boings in >1000 fathoms off NW coast of Kauai.   
 
~17:55 The acousticians hear and record a very strange and novel “buzzing” sound with 
wider frequency band than the typical minke boings.  Some of the buzzes last 23-25 
seconds, but the pattern is erratic and unpredictable.  It does not appear to be mechanical 



sounds based on this erratic rhythm.  They obtain bearings on the sound but the Beaufort 
6 conditions preclude us from seeing anything even it were at the surface.  They suspect 
the sound may be: 

• sei whale? 
• Minke whale? 
• Bryde’s whale? 
• Navy sound? 
• Fish? 
• ? 

 
~18:00-18:30 the strange buzzing sound gets really loud at some point then stops.  TN 
equates the sound with the sound of shaking a broken light bulb filament. 
 
Dolphin calls are heard for about 1 hr but again nothing is sighted by the visual observers 
in the rough sea conditions which hamper our ability to conduct observations.  MS and 
CO interrupt survey effort to rest from the unusually cold northwesterly winds for about 
1.5 h since the Beaufort 6 is not conducive to visual observations anyway, and we are 
tired from the bumping and jostling on the Dariabar during the rugged sea conditions and 
the excitement of the day.  We resume visual transect survey protocol from about 16:30-
17:40.  The Dariabar begins to really lean into the wind now while we are under sail, 
taking advantage of the high winds.  Charlie is near the bow fixing a noisy loose anchor 
and gets doused by a rogue wave.  The swells are now breaking over the bough of the 
Dariabar on a regular basis, and the decks are awash for a minute or so until they drain 
back out to the sea.  We feel safe aboard the vessel, she rides so well and in fact, it is 
exhilarating and even fun to bounce up an down the swells with salt spraying into one’s 
face…it is less enjoyable below deck….. 
 
Everyone has to lean and grab onto something while moving around the boat, due to the 
bouncing seas and leaning boat. 
 
Yesterday, we all agreed that we will have a “brainstorming” meeting when we return to 
shore on Thursday night in Honolulu.  We are calling this 3-day dedicated transect survey 
the “Niihau Na Pali Survey”. 
 
MS lost her new (albeit blank luckily) journal to the winds and the sea today from the 
Crow’s nest in the howling winds.   
 
Bonnie cooked luscious chicken curry tonight and we had yet another beautiful and 
unique salad…I have never experienced such variety in salads as Bonnie manages to 
conjure up.  She adds herbs I don’t recognize, nuts, fruit, and the dressings are 
indescribable but varied.  Indescribably good!  Plus for lunch we had a wonderful 
selection of fine cheeses and fresh French bread or whole grain organic 
bread…yummmm…..she makes healthy food that tastes so good one doesn’t even miss 
junk food!  
 



It has been a challenge all day to walk around the Dariabar below or above decks!  We 
have to be sure and grab something SOLID and take slow deliberate steps, especially 
when we are trying to carry our meals.  Sitting on the head is especially challenging---
you have to brace your feet and hands against the walls…thanks goodness the head is 
small, or at least the one without the shower is small enough to wedge yourself in 
securely during bumpy seas! 
 
I am still avoiding a shower because it just seems like the whole experience will be an 
annoying challenge in these rough seas.  Not to say that I haven’t showered in a week, I 
took 3 at AZ and DD’s house on land. 
 
21:00 All are in bed except SR who is on acoustic night watch and me, the night owl, and 
Charlie who is on deck on crew watch.  Seems out here on the boat, most people’s 
schedules adapt to the periods of light and dark, and darkness brings on sleep. The rough 
seas also make one drowsy below decks and it is the best way to avoid feeling seasick to 
lie in ones bunk if you don’t have the energy to stay up on deck outside and watch the 
horizon and breathe in the fresh air.  They say not to be in your bunk when you feel 
seasick, but there is an overwhelming urge to lie down and go to sleep while feeling 
seasickness coming on.  I do that and also take some Dramamine and that fixes the 
nauseousness I feel occasionally during the big swells and have winds combined with 
tacking of the sails. 
 
The plan tomorrow is to do visual watches during Beaufort <6, and otherwise only watch 
if acoustics detects a nearby interesting species. 
 
23 February 
 
No one slept very well last night because of all the rock and rolling with the large 10-15 
ft swells.  Plus TN and SR stayed up late last night with acoustic watches and the crew 
did 4-h rotations of watches through the night. 
 
We awake to slightly calmer seas and winds but we all feel a bit woozy and tired. 
 
We began a visual watch at about 8:45 when Charlie sighted blows about 300 m away in 
Beaufort 5.  MS and CO are taking turns doing 2-h visual dedicated watches from 
whichever chair is higher and is opposite the lowest tacking side of the boat.  It is too 
rough and windy to observe from the crow’s nest.  Due to a tacking course, we are also 
under motor and we are traveling at about 3-4 kt. 
 
We saw a large-med unidentified whale pod and then 2-3 humpbacks off the north shore 
of Kauai in deep water.  At 11:55 we sail over a loud singer along our track line.  The 
acoustics team gave CO the acoustic bearing to the singer and predicted its surfacing time 
based on the known change in the song.  CO saw the singer surface at the bearing that 
they told her to look! 
 



We continue to hear frequent minke boing sounds…to me, they sound like someone 
pulling hard on a metal guitar string—or more like plucking a few electric guitar strings 
simultaneously and listening to them vibrate. 
 
I finally dared to take  a shower this morning.  You have to time your shower with when 
the generator is turned on if you want hot water.  However, I should have listened to SR’ 
warning that taking a shower on the low side of the boat while it is tacking is arduous and 
a lot of work!  I had to wash my long hair which takes a lot of water. So even though I 
took a sea shower (where you turn the water on only to wet your hair and then turn it off 
and back on to rinse), by the time I was finished, I was standing in lots of water.  The 
water doesn’t drain very well out of the shower when the ship is tacking and staying to 
one side, with the shower side lower than the other side of the ship.  So I spent about 3 
times longer bailing out the shower water into the sink than I did even taking the shower, 
again like SR warned me.  Then I had to soak up the remaining water with a sponge 
about 50 times to get as much water as possible off the floor.  Ok, I’ve learned my lesson, 
take a shower when the boat is leaning the other way! 
 
We have now all gotten into the routine of doing 2-4 hr watches with naps in between 
during the day, and going to bed not long after dinner and dark and getting up at dawn.  
Unfortunately, we are nearly done with the cruise, and will soon have to readapt yet again 
to land schedules and regular day job schedules…..this has all passed too fast!  We have 
seen a lot but there is so much more to learn! 
 
Beaufort 5 all day and we are sailing with full sails off the NE shore of Kauai in deep 
waters.  The seas get rougher and the swells larger as we edge toward the open channel 
between Kauai and Oahu.  Tonight we will most definitely need to put up the sideboards 
on the edges of our bunks to keep ourselves from rolling out of bed during the night.  TN 
has to store his surfboard in his bunk since we all have limited space in our bunks.  So he 
manages to wedge himself between his board and his top bunk sideboards.  It’s nothing 
new to TN to sleep with his beloved surfboard.  TN’s dad who is also aboard the cruise, 
Patrick, tells us that when Tom got his first surf board as a little boy, he slept with it 
every night like other children slept with their teddy bears and favorite blankets….ahh, 
that explains a lot J.  Maybe the surfboard helps him dream about surfing big waves….. 
 
Bonnie makes a luscious seafood menagerie soup and butternut squash soups for dinner 
with fresh bread.  And she tops it off with a special dessert of homemade chocolate 
cheesecake brownies and ice cream…decadence at its finest…we are happy and we go to 
sleep on full stomachs…. 
 
We heard few HW singers in the offshore deep waters off the N shore of Kauai or in the 
channel between Kauai and Oahu which we pass through during the night. 
 
24 February 
 
We awoke to a spectacular view of the north shore of Oahu and we will pass along the 
north then east coasts of Oahu this time.  By the end of the trip, we will have 



circumnavigated Oahu.  Low misty clouds are scattered along the luscious green rugged 
and steep cliffs of the north shore, where the famous surfing waves abide.  We start a bit 
slow this morning because most of us didn’t sleep so well with the rough channel 
crossing.  All in all, the two channel crossings between Kauai and Oahu were the 
roughest conditions, as expected for that area.   
 
We are surprised to not have heard sperm whales off the north shore of Kauai during our 
trip.  Past aerial surveys that TN and MS did with J. Mobley found sperm whales off the 
north shore of Kauai nearly every survey.  However, JM has not seen any sperm whales 
during their last 3 aerial surveys off Kauai this year.  However, minke boings and the 
occasional singing humpbacks were heard there by us on this cruise.  This year may be 
unusual for sperm whales for some unknown reason…. 
 
As we sip our morning coffees above deck and mentally absorb the view of the 
spectacular shoreline on this our last day on the Dariabar at sea, dolphins are heard by the 
acoustics group.  They try and direct us on them with bearings, but again, the rough sea 
conditions preclude our sighting any relatively small dolphins.  However, we take that as 
our cue to begin systematic observations and MS almost immediately sees 4 groups of 
HW including a large surface active group of 4-5 whales.  All these pods are swimming 
fast to the west, paralleling the Oahu north shore and swimming in the opposite direction 
as the Dariabar headed to Honolulu. This aggregation of HW seems to be a loose 
aggregation that is following the surface active group at a fast pace….About an hour of 
no sightings go by and we encounter another “clump” or “pulse” of several groups of 
HW, including surface active breaching animals. 
 
The day has been a Beaufort 4-5, partly cloudy and humid because of last night’s rain and 
a few light rain squalls this morning.  These conditions brought us a full brilliant rainbow 
offshore and a partial rainbow later on.  This brings everyone above deck for admiration 
of the beauty of nature.  I think we are all breathing in our last day of the fabulous views 
and the fresh sea air and compelling charm of the Dariabar and its team and the cetaceans 
and critters of these tropical seas. 
 
We have experienced on this cruise more things than we expected in many ways.  We 
have also experienced a number of reality checks on our ideas.  Although we did not 
encounter the vocalizing sperm whales of northern Kauai that we all and especially TN 
were hoping for, we have experienced things we didn’t expect. 
 
We feel that the cruise has been enlightening in many ways.  We were brought together 
on this last-minute opportunity to conduct a pilot study aboard the Dariabar and Double J 
for compelling reasons that we cannot explain fully but brought us all together for a 
series of fortunate events.  This cruise has given us a more grounded perspective of the 
things we can and cannot (yet!) do out here. 
 
We recognize and remember that we came out here with just 2 weeks’ notice and 
planning for this fortuitous and gracious cruise made possible by many but especially 
Ethan and Ann Zoidis whom provided critical support and logistics.  We have assembled 



a team with a true feeling of togetherness representing different perspectives.  We 
recognize and feel that each one of us contributes to the team in a unique but cooperative 
way during this cruise.  We are excited about the ideas that are looming in our brains 
about potential research for the future based on what we have learned during these past 2 
weeks off Kauai.  We are on a common mission of contributing to further study and 
understanding of the marine environment and the marine mammals that inhabit it off the 
Hawaiian Islands.  We are especially interested in the deep-diving species for which little 
is known:  the beaked whales, sperm whales, pilot whales, false killer whales, minke 
whales and someday we hope blue whales since they have been heard in the region off HI 
by SR and others.  We also hope to contribute unique data on the more common visitors, 
the humpbacks, in the offshore deep waters surrounding the Hawaiian Islands where 
small research boats most cetacean researchers go cannot access but the Dariabar can.  
The ability to sail the Dariabar without an engine running helps to facilitate clear crisp 
underwater recordings of cetacean vocalizations without the annoying interference of an 
engine.  It also gives us the opportunity to survey for cetaceans without the potential of 
causing them to move away from the underwater sounds created by the engine. 
 
We slow down the Dariabar when we are about 3 miles outside Honolulu.  We realize 
sadly that our brief secluded voyage is coming to an end, but we are strongly hopeful for 
another voyage next year, using what we have learned here to focus our efforts.  We are 
headed back to the hustle and bustle of Honolulu and Waikiki with its towering 
skyscrapers in our view as we approach the harbor.   
 
We arrive in port about 14:00.  Shortly after, AZ and DD meet us at the Dariabar as they 
have wrapped up their research season off Kauai and have come to talk with us about 
next year’s plans and to just visit and have a few beers in the sunset of Waikiki in the 
gathering place aboard the Dariabar, the cockpit at the stern of the boat.  AZ and DD 
excitedly tell us about their last few days on Kauai, where they have succeeded in making 
their second recording of underwater calls this season emitted by a HW calf.  Mother calf 
sounds have not been previously documented in the literature, so it is an exciting find that 
AZ plans to submit to the Biennial Conference on the Biology Of Marine Mammals to be 
held in San Diego this December. 
 
We spend the afternoon cleaning the Dariabar, packing and breaking down equipment, 
assembling our digital photographs into one place so that CO can make  a “Best of 
Voyage” CD we can share with our friends and families.  We summarize our data, back 
up data, and make plans for the future. We make action lists and goals.  We are inspired 
and determined to make another journey aboard the Dariabar in pursuit of greater 
knowledge about the elusive cetaceans inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands, knowledge that 
can be used to better manage these creatures and the marine habitats they inhabit in 
balance with the humans that inhabit the shore and utilize the marine waters for many 
purposes, including enjoyment of nature. 


